Assembly Instructions: Eventi Articulating Conference Tables

Step One:
Position the three column tri-star pedestal base in the
final position in the room, typically base is located directly
over core drill floor box. Rotate the base, so that it aligns
as shown in the drawing Detail “A”
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Step Two:
Join wing frame sections together with provided splice
plates and bolts. Bolt heads should face to the ground.

Step Three:
Attach wing sections to tri-star base.

Remove center pivot pin from the top of the three column tristar base
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Maneuver and slide the arms on the two wing sections
between the upper and lower pivot plates on the tri-star
base. Align the ½” holes in the pivoting table frame and the
top pivot plate. Re-install the pivot pin.

Pivot arm assembly at wing
Adjust leg levelers on the tri-star base until you have a
consistent gap between the pivot arms and the top and
bottom plates.

Pivot arm assembly at tri-star base

Step Four:
Set the ender top on tri-star base. The underside of the
top will be recessed ¼” for the pivot top plate. Once top
is centered, secure the top to the base with just (4) of
the (8) screws provided.

WOOD Ender tops: Use #10 x 1” long wood screws
STONE Ender tops: Use #1/4-20 x ¾” long machine screws
GLASS tops with wood ender sub-tops: Use #10 x 3/4” long wood screws
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Step Five:
Place the wing table top sections on their frame assemblies.
Secure the sections together using the 2”x3” rectangular
mending plates secured to the bottom of the table sections,
on the outside edges only. Use the #8 x 1” flat head Phillips
screws provided, making sure the table edges are flush. The
tops will be noted for matching sections (i.e. A-A, B-B).

Step Six:
Position the wings on the frame assemblies and align the
tops with the holes pre-drilled in the table frame rails
and bottom of the tops. The rail locations will be traced
in chalk, for easy alignment. Secure table tops to frame
assemblies using #10 x 2” wood screws provided.

Be sure to position the wing tops against the ender top
to maintain a gap of 1/16” to 1/8” between all three
tops.

Tip: Clamp table wings together to prevent movement
and ensure perfect alignment before securing to rails
with screws.
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Step Seven:
Position the wings on the frame assemblies and align the
tops with the holes pre-drilled in the table frame rails and
bottom of the tops. The rail locations will be traced in chalk,
for easy alignment. Secure table tops to frame assemblies
using #10 x 2” wood screws provided.

Step Eight:
Attach plateau edges to underside of finished tops.
Plateau edges will have pre-drilled holes.

Step Nine:
Attach modesty panels using brackets. Bracket locations
will be pre-drilled and outlined with chalk. Angled end
should butt up against the plateau edge.
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Step Ten: (if ordered with PVD option)
Install PVD boxes by centering the power channels under
the cutout with the flat side of the channel facing away
from the seated user. Secure the channel to the underside
of the table using the 1” black screws provided. Secure the
channel to the modesty panel using 5/8” screws thru the
bracket on the bottom of the power channel.

Step Eleven: (if ordered with PVD option)
The power infeed will come up thru the 6” diameter
cutout in the center of the tri-star base. Connect the
infeed to one of the nearest power blocks. Then attach
the jumpers from power block to block until all the
channels are powered.
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Step Twelve: (if ordered with PVD option)
Center the black metal wire
management trays between the
power channels. Secure the wire
trays at the desired height using
the black 5/8” long screws.

Step Thirteen:
Position the PVD covers (ribbed aluminum extrusions with
or without doors) on the top of the wing table tops in the
grooves. Seams should align with seams in table tops,
including the ender top. Secure the metal extrusions using
double stick tape.

Step Fourteen:
Rotate each of the wing sections outward as far as they
will go while watching for any contact between the
ender and the wings. If any contact occurs, loosen the
screws and adjust the ender top location on the tri-star
base. Once the wings are pivoting freely without any
contact with the ender top, install the remaining (4)
screws (8 total) in to the tri-star base to complete the
assembly of the table.
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